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good deal of tactful flattery to prevent the hostility of the eternally
suspicious Leader.
In the end a degree of unity had been achieved that many
of the faithful had believed impossible, and the intrigues that still
harassed the leadership were palace much more than party
intrigues. The ambitious were still with it, but the independent
had been largely got rid of. In 1930 Hitler had no actually dan-
gerous rival and he counted on his own astuteness to ruin the
hopes of any of the many potential rivals. The old party pro-
gramme—the "unalterable document"—still remained the official
programme, but dogmatically the leadership and the party was
in a state of complete confusion. In an election in which the party
was on the offensive that mattered very little, and without troubling
to reconcile all the different views on what constituted revolution
the party went into the fight as a definitely revolutionary party
with a revolutionary dictatorship as its aim, and with the more
fervour as the leadership knew well that it had no chance of
victory in the absolute sense.
The real significance of the National Socialist appeal was in its
insistence that it, and it alone, represented the "national" cause, It
was a non-class party while the Nationalist party was essentially
a class party. It stood for the restoration of Germany and the
repudiation of the Young Plan and the Versailles Treaty, whereas
the Nationalist party had accepted the latter and in its majority
was supporting loyal acceptance of the former. The clever linking
of revolutionism and nationalism, the appeal to "the plain man
who hates politicians," and to the young who were conscious in
their minority of intellectual frustration and in their great majority
of economic helplessness, the Messianic fervour with which the
Salvationist mission of the Leader was preached, the cumulative
effect of eighteen months' furious propaganda ably conducted
with its electoral evidence of steady success—all these worked
powerfully on the electorate and flung the older parties back on
the defensive. As the campaign developed the hopes of the party
and also the apprehensions of the Leader rose ever higher.
At the dissolution their opponents—Hugenberg and his informa-
tion bureau excepted—admitted that the National Socialists would

